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About AJC Solutions

AJC Solutions is an economic development consulting firm based in Columbus, Ohio 
that provides technical assistance to governments to enable economic growth and 
prosperity for all.
We understand that all projects include a combination of citizen constituencies, civil society, government stakeholders, financial investors 
and private businesses. We appreciate these complexities, seek to understand project nuances and strive to exceed client expectations. 
We believe projects must benefit both the private sector and the public sector in order to be sustainable in the long run. Therefore, we 
take a balanced approach to achieve success.

Capacity Building
We combine stakeholder engagement with 
practitioner based insight to help local governments 
address emerging trends in data, digital infrastructure, 
regionalism, information communication technology 
(ICT) and state owned enterprise (SOE) management.

Sustainable Planning
We engage with government, civil society and 
private sector stakeholders to identify economic 
growth opportunities and implement environmentally 
sustainable solutions by creating City Strategic Plans, 
Infrastructure Needs Assessments, Urban Land Use 
Plans, and Economic Development Strategies.

Regulatory Oversight
We collaborate with government and private sector 
partners to evaluate existing regulations by applying 
the voice of the customer and nudge strategies that will 
simplify administrative procedures, reduce bureaucracy, 
and enhance the integrity of the regulatory regime.

Financial Incentives
We leverage sophisticated fiscal impact 
modeling tools which enable governments to 
successfully create financial incentive policies 
and effective programs that encourage capital 
investment, business growth, and job creation 
opportunities while providing the minimum amount 
public subsidy required for the project.

Investment Promotion
We partner with key stakeholders to identify 
community competitive advantages in order to 
develop strategies that invite industry specific capital 
investment and create a comprehensive marketing 
campaign that attracts tourism opportunities.
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AJC Project Highlights

Smart Region Strategy: Preparing governments in Central Ohio for smart infrastructure by creating a 
shared vision for a “Smart Region,” examining the impacts of smart infrastructure, and generating regional 
policies that promote smart mobility.

ICT Strategy: Created a P3 to monetize public assets through land leases, fiber optic infrastructure and 
cellular assets to build a telecommunication system that serves residents and businesses.

Capacity  
Building

Economic Development Strategy: Created a scalable market based strategy that identified priority 
development geographies, targeted industries, real estate development capacities and financial incentive 
strategies with fiscal impact modeling techniques.

Urban Land Use: Managed the public engagement, technical development, policy formation and 
legislative approval of land use plans that create environmentally sustainable solutions to balance 
commercial and residential developments. 

Sustainable
Planning

Fair Regulatory Regimes: Directly managed the regulatory process for building inspection, municipal 
zoning code and financial incentives to create a fair regulatory regime that encourages investment.   Regulatory

Oversight

Incentive Policy and Program Formation: Conducted primary research on financial incentives and 
established formal incentive policies and programs for multiple municipalities in the areas of real estate, 
technology, infrastructure and job creation. 

Fiscal Impact Model: Designed a scalable financial modeling tool that accurately and efficiently 
determines the fiscal impact to local governments for incentives and P3s. 

Financial
Incentives

Foreign Direct Investment: Participated in multiple trade delegations to China to encourage companies 
within the advanced automotive and logistics industries to make a capital investment in Central Ohio.

Tourism: Serve as a Board of Director on a Convention and Visitors Bureau that implemented a tourism 
campaign to attract visitors from throughout the nation.

Investment
Promotion

“ Despite Anthony’s strong technical and leadership abilities, 
perhaps his greatest attribute is his ability to relate with 
people from diverse backgrounds, allow perspectives to be 
heard, but ultimately facilitate a resolution that is practical, 
fair and progressive.”   – Anthony Sharett, President of Nationwide® Pet



“ Anthony understands the nuances of economic growth, sustainability, and 
development and has had success in working with community stakeholders 
to find creative and sustainable solutions to complex regional policy issues.” 

   – William Murdock, Executive Director, Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission

Anthony Jones, Principal and Founder

Anthony is a native of Cleveland, Ohio. As the son of a salt 
miner and truck driver, he was the first male to graduate  
high school in his family. He was drawn to economic 
development after witnessing the neighborhood impact  
of industrial disinvestment. 
After 15 years of experience in public leadership roles for multiple cities, he founded AJC Solutions 
to expand his opportunity to assist communities worldwide.

He has directed economic development and city planning operations for urban and suburban 
communities, while serving as a board of director for multiple regional and statewide economic 
development organizations. He has created innovative government strategies and programs to 
improve local economies and give thousands of people the chance to achieve prosperity.

Education
Masters of Public Administration 
Masters of Economics 
University of Toledo

Bachelors of Business Administration
Bowling Green State University

Certifications
Certified Economic Developer
International Economic Development Council

Board of Directorship
Ohio Economic Development Association
Mid-Ohio Economic Development Exchange
Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission
Gahanna Convention and Visitors Bureau
Gahanna Community Improvement Corporation

Affiliations
International Economic Development Council
Urban Land Institute
Council of Development Finance Agencies
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